Re: Release: 2109
Service Requests: 100342
Error Reports: None
Programs: PPEA001, PPEC101, PPWECEN, PPWERET
Copy Members: None
Include Members: None
DDL Members: None
Bind Members: None
CICS Maps: PPECEN0, PPERET0
CICS Help: EDB0236
Forms: None
Table Updates: Data Element to Screen Table (DES), System Messages Table (MSG)
Urgency: Urgent

Service Request 100342

Service request 100342 asks for a stop to the automated process/processes by which UC campus PPS instances update the Covered Compensation Flag (CCL) in their Employee Data Base (EDB) and to restrict the ability to update CCL flags via terminal screens to the PPS central office.

Background: “PPS-derived determinations of the CCL are not consistently reliable. Some PPS instances perform updates to the CCL in their EDB based on their own calculation of whether or not employee entered UCRP before July 1, 1994. In some cases, the CCL is set incorrectly in the PPS instance, for example, by using incorrect source data such as a hire date rather than the UCRS entry date. Until very recently, the PPS-derived CCLs have updated the CCL in UCRS, corrupting more accurate, existing information. A complementary BRD (SR100258) has ended the update of the UCRS CCL by PPS, and corrected existing corrupted records within UCRS.

It is necessary to stop PPS update of CCL so the more accurate UCRS determination of this flag can be established in all of the PPS instances and remain in effect uncorrupted. Except for correction of an erroneous CCL, there should never be a reason to update the CCL between the Grandfathered (G) and the Not Grandfathered (N) state. “

Programs
PPEA001
PPEA001 performs edits and maintenance for a new hire (action code 01). It has been modified to derive a default value of “N” for EDB0236 for all new hires.

PPEC101
PPEC101 performs consistency edits and maintenance on retirement, FICA, and DCP codes. All code for editing and deriving EDB0236 has been removed.

PPWECEN
PPWECEN is the screen processor for the ECEN function (Central Office Information). It has been modified to include data element EDB0236.

PPWERET

PPWERET is the screen processor for the ERET function (Retirement Information). All code related to EDB0236 has been removed.

CICS Maps

PPECEN0

PPECEN0 is the CICS map for the screen function ECEN - Central Office Information. It has been modified to add following fields:

- DE0236-L-COV-COMP-LIMIT-CD
- DE0236-COV-COMP-LIMIT-CD

PPERET0

PPERET0 is the CICS map for the screen function ERET - Retirement Information. It has been modified to delete the following fields:

- DE0236-L-COV-COMP-LIMIT-CD
- DE0236-COV-COMP-LIMIT-CD

CICS Helps

CICS Help anchors for ERET and ECEN screens have been modified.

Table Updates

Data Elements to Screen Table

PPPDES table has been updated to reflect moving EDB0236 from ERET to ECEN.

System Messages Table

The following messages were deleted:

- 08372
- 12372
- 08373
- 12373
- 08370
- 12370
- 08371
- 12371
- 08375
- 12375
- 08376
- 12376
Installation Instructions

A separate installation document is provided for this release.

Test Plan

Please refer to Section 7 of the Technical Specifications Document titled ‘Unit Testing Requirements’.

Timing of Installation

The timing of this release is Urgent. It should be implemented as soon as possible to protect the covered compensation limit (CCL) flag from being unintentionally changed after forthcoming corrected CCL entries are made based on UCRS.

As usual, campuses are encouraged to install this release in as timely a fashion as possible.

Functional questions regarding the changes made to protect the CCL should be addressed to Joe Cutter at (510) 587-6483 or Joe.Cutter@ucop.edu

For technical questions, please send e-mail to Nelly.Beygel@ucop.edu or call (510) 587-6073.

Nelly Beygel